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Am I motivated to learn the material

No

Can I significantly improve my study habits? (see next page)

I don't like the content

Yes
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What factors are impeding my motivation

I don't like the instructor's teaching style

Other personal factors

Consult with appropriate campus resources
Can I significantly improve my study habits

No

Should I consider dropping the class?

I am not in danger of failing, but am not doing as well as I would like.

Consult with an advisor

I am in danger of failing and don't think I can improve my performance in the class.

Yes

Reassess academic strengths

What kinds of writing assignments are easy for you (Lab Reports, Critical Essays, Persuasive Writing)?

What kinds of subjects come easily to you?

Make an appointment with an Academic Coach in the WEDLC

What kinds of classes do you do well in (lab, lecture, discussion)?

Review Support from the Start resources
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No
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